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LABYRINTH-LIKE FACTORY BUILDINGS ON THE OUTSKIRTS OF OAKLAND USED TO CHURN OUT CANNED                       GOODS AND PAINT. NOW THEY’RE HAVENS FOR PAINTERS, ACROBATS, STUNTMEN, AND POLE DANCERS. 
PHOTOGRAPHERS FROM FOUR OF THESE LIVE-WORK ART LOFTS CAPTURE THE DAY-T0-DAY LIFE OF        THEIR OWN CREATIVE COMMUNITIES.  BY LAUREN MURROW

a week in the life of      an art warehouse
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Sienna Freeman makes these surreal photo-
realistic collages. She moved here from Philly to do a 
master’s program at the California College of the Arts.

Matt R. Phillips 
shares a studio with Sienna. 
He works with wood veneer, 
cutting out the pieces on a 
foot-powered jigsaw.

I’m not sure whether it’s 
more of a fitness thing 
or an erotic thing, but 
Catherine Rose 
teaches pole dancing. 
She has a pretty serious 
shoe rack.

nicole lanzotti is a graphic 
designer, but she also makes elaborate 
woven body jewelry.

I just worked 
out a trade 
with luke 

stevens:  
I’ll take photos 

for him; he’ll 
make me a 

coatrack. 
He usually 

makes lamps 
using found 

antiques, 
but here he’s 

welding a tiny 
barbecue 

smoker.

Mike Cheung is 
a woodworker from 
Georgia—thus, the 
collection of air rifles. 
He runs a woodwork-
ing studio, Tinkering 
Monkey, and delivers 
orders to FedEx on his 
custom cargo bike.

Bob Dow is an LED artist 
and a typical Burner—he’s got 
a lot of eclectic art and faux 
fur decor. He found the pink 
throne for sale on Fab .com 
and couldn’t pass it up.

wendy mcdermott 
makes copper hearts with a 
hydraulic press, then kiln-
fires them with enamel.

The studios 
have 13-foot 

ceilings, so 
Jennifer 

Bruce 
installed a 

swing in her 
living room.  

She has a 
meditation 

practice.  

There are a lot of circus 
artists here: jugglers, 

fire spinners, stilt 
walkers, contortion ists. 

Many of them perform 
for kids to pay the rent. 

Bri crabtree  
is a professional  

juggler and unicyclist. 

Ben Lewry builds electric guitars for 
rock stars. He’s made custom guitars for 
Steve Stevens of Billy Idol; Mike Gordon 
of Phish; and Ricky Tillo of Lady Gaga.

Sarah Keeney is a vertical dancer who 
has trained with Project Bandaloop. She 
also travels the world on stilts with a theater 
company called the Carpetbag Brigade.

A lot of people at Vulcan play music, but not all of 
them actually make money at it. Adam Hughes 
plays in two bands, Lil Elephant and the Straight Ups. 

We live with Christian ”dicky” davies, who has 
a painting studio downstairs. The cats are always lurking on 

absurdly high structures and sleeping in inappropriate places.

This is our 
housemate, 
kelly 
bechtold. 
She makes 
awesome 
leather bags 
under the 
label Girl on a 
Motorcycle.

Helena 
Martin and  
I are married and 
have a wedding 
photography 
business together. 
She’s been at 
Vulcan for seven 
years now.

Oakland band Sun hop Fat plays Ethiopian jazz music. They practice in bass player Jesse Toews’s unit. 

Andrew 
Sharp is 
a sideshow 
stuntman. He’s 
been teaching 
himself to 
escape from a 
straitjacket, which 
is a crazy thing 
to watch. He lives 
with a girl who’s  
a really famous 
hula hooper.
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This used to be a paint factory , so there are a lot of 
quirky nooks. The rooftop shed holds paintings.

I do screen-
printing for my 
small clothing 

company, 
blonde  

peacock,  
in my studio. 

 I co-own a screenprinted streetwear 
label, 57-33, with Loretta NguyeN.

a week in the life of an art warehouse

James 
Swinson 
paints a lot 
on found 
materials rather 
than canvas: 
plywood, an 
office partition, 
a door... He has 
a little sleeping 
loft that’s 
mainly used for 
storage. 

jeff berger  
has lived here since 
the ‘90s and makes 
these stained glass 
panels. He traces 
each pattern on a 
backlit drawing table. 

Jason Adkins’s 
studio is packed with 
orchids and paints. He 
has a show coming up 
at Manna Gallery. 

This painting 
of a squirrel’s 

nest is by 
Christine 

Canepa.  
She explores 

the idea of 
parallel worlds 

by painting 
animal-made 

structures.

People seem to either move out 
within the first 18 months or 

stay for the long haul. It’s an odd 
window. Erik Friedman  

has been here at least 20 years.  

gage opdenbrouw makes furniture 
and cabinets at a woodworking shop, but 

lately he’s been getting back into painting.

brett amory’s work 
has gotten more three-
dimensional lately. He’s re-
creating Bob’s Donut & Pastry 
Shop in painted canvases—
it’ll be about 12 by 12 feet. 

Charles Splady is a  
sculptor who’s been living here  
for 30 years. It’s actually fright-
ening to be in his shop some-
times—it’s filled with all these 
heavy-duty tools that could 
potentially cut your hand off.

dolores 
restrepo 

macias,  
a photographer,  

also restores furni-
ture. Her husband  

is a tattoo artist 
who paints  in the 

loft upstairs.
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